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ABSTRACT
The simplest way to produce a module of crystalline
silicon solar cells is with back-contacted cells that are
glued on an interconnection foil using conductive
adhesives. This foil also serves as environmental barrier at
the rear of the module. The conductive adhesive is tuned
to cure in the same cycle as the encapsulant. It is possible
to interconnect the cells without any additional
temperature curing in a single lamination step. The
interconnection foil can be made for an acceptable cost
price, as is shown in the paper. The savings in labor, a
higher efficiency, and a yield increase will lead to a lower
cost price for such a module. First results show that a
module produced in a single step leads to similar fill
factors as soldered modules.
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Figure 1: Single step module assembly
2. PUM CELL MANUFACTURING

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the major drawbacks of crystalline silicon PV
is the interconnection of many cells into a large module
because the process is elaborate, involving many process
steps with a low process yield. ECN has introduced a new
module concept, the Pin Up Module (PUM), to simplify
the module manufacturing process [1]. For this firstgeneration PUM, the cells are interconnected before
lamination. The simplest module manufacturing would be
to combine the lamination and interconnection of cells in a
single step. The process would then be as follows:
1. Make interconnection pattern on a full cover
substrate, which is a laminate of a metal foil and a
PET/PVF foil. It serves as interconnection between
the cells and as back-sheet foil.
2. Apply conductive adhesive on solar cell. Apply nonconductive adhesive on the remainder of the substrate
layer to prevent air-filled voids in the module and to
give added strength to the mechanical bond between
cell and interconnection substrate.
3. Place cells on substrate.
4. Laminate module and cure adhesive in a single step
process.
The assembly of the module is displayed in Fig. 1:
In this paper, we will discuss the following subjects:
1. manufacturing of 225 cm2 PUM cells
2. applying conductive adhesives and the performance of
glued interconnections,
3. manufacturing of a interconnection foil, module
assembly,
4. results of manufactured one-cell and four-cell laminates,
5. cost calculation for industrial scale PUM manufacturing

One of the major advantages of PUM is that larger
cells have the same efficiency as smaller cells. This is due
to the fact that the cell area is divided into subcells around
the holes. As long as the number of holes per surface area
is the same for small and for large cells the resulting series
resistance and thus efficiency of an interconnected cell
will be the same. For a standard cell with 2 busbars and
small fingers perpendicular to the busbars this is not the
case. In table 1, the calculated relative gain in efficiency
for PUM compared to standard cells is displayed [1]. For
modules, PUM has an even bigger advantage because the
interconnectors can be as wide as needed because they are
positioned behind the cells, whereas for standard modules
the width is as small as possible to reduce front side
coverage. Therefore, series resistance losses will be higher
for standard modules.
Table 1: Calculated relative efficiency gain of PUM
compared to STD due to lower front coverage and series
resistance
Cell area
number of rel. efficiency gain of
[cm2]
holes
PUM/STD
100
9
0.03
225
16
0.04
400
36
0.08
The front side pattern and the front side of a real cell are
displayed in the next figures to show the intricate design
that the PUM concept of contacting through holes makes
possible:

Clearly, these doping problems will occur more often for
thicker wafers.
1.0

Figure 2b: Real front side of
225 cm2 cell

PUM cells are made in almost the same way as
standard cells. The only differences are:
1. Laser drilling 20 holes (225 cm2 wafers) before acidic
etching to remove saw damage and to obtain surface
texturisation
2. Laser isolation around the holes on the rear after
phosphorus diffusion
3. Apply silver paste in holes for contacting through holes
4. Apply front side paste with an adjusted metallisation
pattern from Fig. 2a with 5.5% front coverage (instead of
7.3% for a regular busbar-finger pattern, which leads to a
2% higher current, and also cell efficiency)
5. Measuring cells on a chuck with contacting probes (1
per hole) at the rear of the cells.
The solar cell process we used includes acidic etching for
texturization and the so-called firing through SiNx for
passivation. The metallization was applied with screenprinting thick film Ag paste on the front and Al-paste on
the rear, with Ag dots for contacting.
Two types of silicon materials were used: one with a
thickness of 280 µm and one with a thickness of 330 µm.
The materials came from two wafer suppliers and are
different in quality. About 100 solar cells were processed
of each type of material.
3. PUM SOLAR CELL RESULTS
A total overview of the solar cell efficiencies of the
225 cm2 cells is presented in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the
best efficiencies are above 15%, with a highest efficiency
of 15.3%, which is an excellent result for this size of
wafers with back contacted design. The average
parameters for the best 36 cells and the parameters of the
best cell are given in table 2. The average efficiency of
these cells is 14.8%.
To determine the limitations in efficiency in more
detail the data on the different materials were analyzed.
Fig. 4 shows the most interesting result which is for the
shunt resistance Rsh. The median shunt values are 8 and 6
Ω for respectively the 280 and 330 µm group. In this
experiment FF is independent on Rsh values above about
7 Ω. Since about 60% of the cells in the 330 µm group has
a lower Rsh and less than 40% of the cells in the 280 µm
group has a lower Rsh than this limit, a difference in FF,
which clearly occured, can be explained.
A possible explanation for the difference in shunt
could be a difficulty with emitter diffusion in the holes.
Potentially, the doping in the holes could be hindered by
surface roughness or bad access of dopants to the surface
leading to locally low dopant levels in the holes. During
the firing these lower doped regions can cause shunt paths.
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Figure 3: Efficiency distribution of all 200 PUM cells of
size 225 cm2
Table 2: Average and best PUM solar cell results for 36
best cells
Voc
(mV)
605
610

best 36
best

Jsc
mA/cm2
32.8
33.3

FF (%)

η (%)

74.5
75.3

14.8
15.3

1

proportion

Figure 2a: Front side pattern
of 225 cm2 cell
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Figure 4: Proportional diagram for shunt resistance
4. CONDUCTIVE ADHESIVES
In Fig. 5, interconnections made with conductive
adhesives are compared to soldered interconnects on
silicon. Clearly, glueing leads to lower stress on the silicon
and interconnects compared to soldering, mainly due to
the lower temperatures used. This is very advantageous for
using thin and large wafers.
In Fig. 6, the thermal cycling behavior of interconnects
made with conductive adhesives are compared to soldered
interconnects. Degradation of the contact resistance is the
same for 300 cycles, which are more cycles than required
according to the IEC test. Interconnection with conductive
adhesives is a promising technique combining excellent
mechanical properties, good conductivity, durability, and
low process temperatures thus reducing stress.
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Figure 5: Bending due to stress of 300µm thick silicon
strips with 2mm wide tabs. From back to front:
soldering at 400°C on cold surface, soldering on 160°C
hotplate, conductive adhesive cured at 160°C,
conductive adhesive cured at 80°C.
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Costs for necessary foil processing are based on large
scale production with minimal investment costs,
assuming that the processing is adjusted to be able to
work on standard equipment.
Tabbing material is avoided for PUM.
Connector to outside from module is included in foil.
Encapsulant costs are lowered relative to the
reduction in thickness, which is from 500 µm to 200
µm for the front as well as the rear encapsulant foil.
The arguments are that on the front no tabbing
(normally 200 µm thick) is present and also the cells
are placed with only one mm separation. Therefore, a
200 µm EVA thickness is enough for the front side.
For the rear, very little EVA is needed because
interconnection foil and cells are flat. In practice 200
µm is the thinnest that can be bought on the market.
Machine cost and labor costs for making a PUM are
the same as an automated production line for standard
modules made with copper tabs.
Cell production costs are increased by a small margin
for the drilling of holes. Yield of cell production is
the same as standard cell production.
Efficiency gain for 225 cm2 cells is 0.5% absolute.
Yield of module production is the same as standard
module production.

Figure 6: Contact resistance of silver coated copper tabs
and plain copper tabs as a function of the number of
thermal cycles between -40°C/+80°C compared to
soldered tabs
5. MANUFACTURING OF INTERCONNECTION
FOIL AND COST CALCULATIONS
The interconnection foil is made of standard materials
used in back sheet foils, only the order of layers is
changed. For PUM, the laminate is a PVF/PET/Aluminum
foil with appropriate surface treatment. In this way,
interconnection can be made using the aluminum layer. To
achieve this, aluminum is etched in the pattern as
displayed in Fig. 1. Part of the foil is displayed in Fig. 7
where the etched foils can be seen and the dots where the
conductive adhesive is applied. Also, the circumference of
the cell is drawn in to show where the cell will be
positioned. The size of the foil is 145x65 cm2. Processing
steps include printing of etch resist, etching, and stripping
of etch resist, which can be done with standard equipment
used for flexible PCB manufacturing. Cost calculation
show that this interconnection foil can be made for an
acceptable price excluding the gains in efficiency and
yield.
The costs of the foil can be determined since the
process is known. Also, the materials are known and the
basic principle of making a module is fixed. Costs are
calculated then with the following assumptions:
1. Material cost of the interconnection foil is negligible
since a foil is used that also functions as a back sheet
cover.

Figure 7: Etched aluminium on PVF/PET foil. Line
presents position of PUM cell.
Table 3: Cost savings estimate for PUM compared to
standard module
Item
Cost savings for PUM
(euro/m2)
1,2 Interconnection foil
-8
materials & processing
3. Tab material
3
4. Connector
1
5. EVA
4
6. Machine costs
0
7. Cost of drilling holes
-3
8. Efficiency gain
15
Total cost savings

12

This cost estimate (table 3) shows that the cost increase
due to the interconnection material is almost compensated
by the savings in other materials, mainly EVA. The major
cost savings from PUM should come from the gain in
efficiency (for 225 cm2 at least 0.5%), the possibility to
use larger wafers without a loss in efficiency (i.e. 400 cm2
is possible at 15% module efficiency), the gain in yield of

module manufacturing because stress is avoided in the
interconnects, and the possibility to use thinner wafers
because stress is avoided. At this point, a cost saving of
5% seems reasonable for 225 cm2 cells.

8. Laminate in appropriate cycle adjusted to conductive
adhesive and encapsulant.

6. RESULTS ON LAMINATES
Back-contacted cells were interconnected and
laminated with 4 cells in one laminate in three ways: 1.
Cells were placed on a foil with conductive adhesives and
laminated and cured in a single step (type foil 1-6); 2.
Cells were interconnected with tabs with conductive
adhesives and laminated in a standard manner (tab + glue
1-4); 3 Cells were interconnected with tabs that where
soldered and laminated in a standard manner (solder 1-2).
The following losses due to interconnection and
lamination were determined from fill factor of the cells to
the 4-cell laminate (with cells measured from the front
unlike the 225 cm2 cells displayed before):

Figure 9: PUM assembler
8. CONCLUSIONS
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Figure 8: Losses in fill factor after interconnection
and encapsulation of 4-cell laminates
Fig. 8 shows that all three methods lead to similar fill
factor losses. The large variation is determined to be due
to the variation in quality of the back-contacted solar cell,
where the metallisation print through the hole is the
critical parameter, which can easily be improved.
7. MODULE MANUFACTURING
Based on these results, we have started to automate the
manufacturing of a 36 cell module of 225 cm2 cells. The
module will be made using an etched interconnection foil,
conductive adhesives, and rear-contacted cells. In Fig. 9,
the tool to produce the modules in a semi-automatic way is
displayed. For instance, almost 1200 dots of glue will be
dispensed, which makes automation necessary.
The module manufacturing process is as follows:
1. Place foil on alignment table
2. Place EVA encapsulant foil of thickness 100-200 µm
on top of the interconnection foil
3. Dispense appropriate conductive adhesive in a fixed
quantity
4. Place 36 cells on top of interconnection foil,
encapsulant and glue
5. Place EVA encapsulant on top of cells of thickness 200500 µm
6. Place front side cover glass on top of EVA foil
7. Turn module around and place in laminator

The simplest way to produce a module of crystalline
silicon solar cells is with back-contacted cells that are
glued on an interconnection foil using conductive
adhesives. This foil can also serve as environmental
barrier at the rear of the module. The conductive adhesive
is tuned to cure in the same cycle as the encapsulant.
Using pressure sensitive adhesives and vacuum
lamination, it is possible to interconnect the cells without
any temperature curing and in a single step. The
interconnection foil can be made for an acceptable cost
price, as is shown in the paper. The savings in labor, a
higher efficiency, and a yield increase will lead to a lower
cost price for such a module. Fill factors of 4 cell
laminated are the same as for soldered 4-cell laminates.
For the first time, a back contacted cell of 225 cm2 with an
efficiency of 15.3% is presented.
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